Mice with uniparental partial or complete disomies for any one of 11 identified chromosomes show abnormal phenotypes. The abnormalities, or imprinting effects, can be attributable to an incorrect dosage of maternal or paternal copies of imprinted gene(s) located within the regions involved. Here we show that combinations of partial disomies may result in interactions between imprinting effects that seemingly independently affect fetal and/or placental growth in different ways or modify neonatal and postnatal imprinting effects. Candidate genes within the regions have been identified. The findings are generally in accord with the "conflict hypothesis" for the evolution of genomic imprinting but do not clearly demonstrate common growth axes within which imprinted genes may interact. Instead, it would seem that any gene that represses or limits embryonic/fetal growth to the advantage of the mother-by any developmental means-will have been subject to evolutionary selection for paternal allele repression. Likewise, any gene that favors embryonic/fetal development at consequent cost to the mother-by any developmental means-will have faced selection for maternal allele repression. The classical Igf2-Igf2r axis may therefore be unique. The findings involve reinterpretation of older imprinting data and consequently revision of the mouse imprinting map.
T HE discovery that certain chromosomal regions can neonatal abnormalities and inviabilities, prenatal fetal lead to developmental abnormalities when both and placental growth effects, and postnatal growth retarcopies are exclusively maternally or paternally derived dations sometimes with other subtle defects (Catta- (Cattanach and Kirk 1985) has contributed signifinach and Beechey 1997). A general feature of all these cantly to the recognition and understanding of the pheeffects has been their lack of variation, irrespective of nomenon of genomic imprinting. The tools for this genetic background or translocation used. However, approach have been the uniparental whole chromothere have been clear exceptions. Here, we reevaluate some disomies and uniparental partial chromosome dithese exceptions and, together with new data, show that somies (conventionally called maternal and paternal the cause is the co-occurrence of imprinting effects atduplications) that can readily be generated using Roberttributable to both chromosomes involved in the translosonian and reciprocal chromosome translocations, recations used. This poses questions of interest in relation spectively. Application, step by step, to the whole geto Moore and Haig's (1991) "conflict hypothesis" for nome has identified 11 regions (imprinting regions) the role of imprinting. According to the hypothesis, distributed over seven different chromosomes in which maternally expressed genes favor the well-being of the developmental abnormalities occur when two copies mother over the fetus, while paternally expressed genes from one parent and none from the other are present.
favor the development of the fetus at the expense of Both parental copies are therefore clearly required for the mother, providing a reason why both paternal and normal development (Cattanach and Kirk 1985; Cat- maternal alleles are required. In the situations to be tanach and Beechey 1997). Over the years the size of described, two maternally expressed alleles at one imthe imprinting regions has been progressively reduced printed gene locus are set against two paternally exthrough the use of new translocations and, with few exceppressed alleles at another. The question is then whether tions, all of the uniparentally expressed imprinted genes this will cause further problems in development or reeshave located within these reduced regions (Beechey et tablish a balance. The combination of maternal duplicaal. 2004) .
tion for one region with paternal duplication for anThe developmental abnormalities identified have other therefore offers the possibility of ascertaining been diverse. Described as imprinting effects, these have whether the genes involved operate on the same or ranged from early embryonic to late fetal lethalities, different growth axes, as illustrated for the paternally expressed Igf2-maternally expressed Igf2r interaction (Filson et al. 1993) . Interpretation is difficult because 1 tor, Burlingame, CA). Images were captured using a fluoresmic imprinting is a highly complex process involving numcent microscope with SmartCapture 2 software (Digital Scienbers of different growth axes that operate differently in tific, UK) and merged with captured images of the same cells different tissues and at different times in development.
in which chromosomes were DAPI stained. In all cells the
The "conflict hypothesis" provides a basis for many of DAPI staining was reversed and enhanced by the software to produce reversed DAPI banding (or pseudo-G-bands) that these imprinting effects, the multiplicity suggesting a allowed precise location of the signal on the mouse ideogram.
continuity in the evolutionary adaptation of imprinting
Mapping and PCR expression studies with Rasgrf1: Total as a means of favoring fetal growth by paternal genes RNA was isolated from the cerebellum from two sets of adult and its negative control by maternal genes. The reinterMatDp(dist9) mice generated with T(2;9)11H and T(4;9)45H pretations of the imprinting regions and effects require and also from wild-type siblings. RNA samples were prepared using RNAzol B (Biotechnology Europe) and 1 g of total changes to the mouse imprinting map (Beechey et nach and Kirk 1985; Cattanach et al. 1996) .
Translocation and marker gene stocks, with one exception, The MatDi(11) growth retardation is also found with are maintained on a mixed C3H/HeH-101/H genetic backtwo maternal copies of the region proximal to the ground. The exception comprised the marker gene stock for T(2;11)30H breakpoint in Chr 11, MatDp(prox11)/Patdistal Chr 2, which was maintained on a mixed C57BL/6J-JU/ Dp(prox2), thereby identifying the region of Chr 11
Ct-ϩ c ϩ a genetic background. The translocations used are identified according to standard nomenclature rules such that where the gene(s) responsible for the growth effects the chromosomes involved are identified in brackets and the must lie. However, no progeny representing the PatDp laboratory of origin specified in the symbol following. Thus, (prox11)/MatDp(prox2) class, which was expected to T(2;11)30H indicates that this translocation involves Chrs 2 show the Chr 11-enhanced prenatal growth effect, were and 11 and that this was the thirtieth translocation named found in the reciprocal T30H cross. Further studies by Harwell. Throughout the text, these symbols are reduced wherever possible to T30H, etc. The Robertsonian translocaindeed indicated that the class could not even be detion used to generate uniparental Chr 11 disomies was Rb tected prenatally, suggesting that maternal Chr 2 proxi-(11.13)4Bnr, or Rb4Bnr. The marker genes used in the various mal to the T30H breakpoint is also subject to imprinting. crosses are specified in the figure legends. The Oed-Sml mutaOn this basis MatDp(prox2) appeared to cause an early tion used in the distal Chr 2 studies embryonic lethality (Cattanach and Kirk 1985) . With was also maintained on the mixed C3H/HeH-101/H background.
the use of a series of Chr 2 translocations with yet more All animal studies were carried out under the guidance of proximal breakpoints ( Figure 3A ) and screening for the Medical Research Council in "Responsibility in the Use of known distal Chr 2 imprinting effects (to be described gressively reduced (Cattanach 1986 ). The region re-FISH mapping of Gatm on Chr 2: Mitotic chromosome spreads from the bone marrow of a T(2;9)11H heterozygote sponsible for the MatDp(prox2) imprinting lethality was were prepared by standard methods. These were used for finally defined as that lying above the most proximal method of Buckle and Rack (1993) . Hybridization signals were detected using avidin-FITC biotinylated antiavidin (VecNew data: Chr 11: New work on Chr 11 first with -System for generating uniparental partial disomies (MatDp and PatDp) using reciprocal translocations. In the example shown the translocation is T(2;11)30H, involving Chrs 2 and 11, and the screen is for MatDp and PatDp for the regions proximal to the breakpoints in the two chromosomes. The region of Chr 11 proximal to the breakpoint in the male parent is marked with wa2. Complementary adjacent-2 disjunction at meiosis (homologous centromeres going to the same pole) in both parents can generate chromosomally balanced offspring showing the recessive wa2 phenotype. These will be genetically PatDp for the proximal region of Chr 11 and, simultaneously, MatDp for the proximal region of Chr 2, MatDp(prox2)/PatDp(prox11). Unmarked PatDp(prox2)/MatDp(prox11) young will also be produced. In the reciprocal cross (not shown), with wa2 on the maternal Chr 11, the wa2 marker will identify the PatDp(prox2)/MatDp(prox11) class. Any marker gene located proximally on either chromosome can be used. With adjacent-1 disjunction (homologous centromeres going to opposite poles) in both parents, offspring with MatDp(dist2)/PatDp(dist11) and PatDp(dist2)/MatDp(dist11) can be similarly generated. These can be recognized in reciprocal crosses with the aid of markers that are located distal to the breakpoints on one or the other chromosome.
T(5;11)57H and then with T(11;13)41Ad, in neither of detectable at birth by growth retardation and was found to be fully viable through to adulthood. which is the second component chromosome (Chrs 5 or 13) imprinted, has reduced the imprinting region Reinvestigations with T30H: To establish more firmly that MatDp(prox2) results in an early lethal imprinting to a segment close to the centromere ; Figure 2B ). Significantly, this smaller region effect when generated with the T30H translocation, a repeat prenatal screen was initiated. Among 269 emencompasses the loci of the two known Chr 11 imprinted genes, Gbr10 and U2af1-rsl (Monk et al. 2003) .
bryos checked, none represented the MatDp(prox2) class. The zero incidence from the total T30H data The latter has not been found to affect growth (Sunahara et al. 2000) but a Gbr10 knockout has been found differs significantly from the combined MatDp(prox2) frequency obtained with the T26H, T1Go, and T2Wa to cause a fetal and placental overgrowth when maternally transmitted (Charalambous et al. 2003) . As a matranslocations both prenatally and at birth ( Table 1) , verifying that two distinct MatDp(prox2) imprinting ternally expressed growth suppressor, Gbr10 is the likely candidate gene for the imprinting effects, two expressed phenotypes appear to be produced. All the translocation crosses were carried out on the maternal copies suppressing growth with MatDp (prox11) and an absence of an expressed copy resulting same genetic background. Genetic background effects cannot therefore be responsible for the differing imin overgrowth with PatDp(prox11).
Chr 2: With Chr 2, new work with three different printing effects. None of the new translocations involve Chr 11, however. Therefore, a more feasible explanatranslocations, T(2;8)26H, T(2;4)1Go, and T(2;8)2Wa, the breakpoints of which all lie close to that of T30H tion of the findings is that the fetal/placental growth retardation with normal postnatal viability characterizes ( Figure 3B ), have provided reason to reinterpret the conclusions on the proximal imprinting effect and the the MatDp(prox2) imprinting effect and that the early embryonic lethality generated only with T30H derives location of the region. In none of these new translocations is the second chromosome involved (Chrs 4 or 8) from an interaction between the MatDp(prox2) and PatDp(prox11) imprinting effects. imprinted, and none generated the MatDp(prox2) early embryonic imprinting lethality detected with T(2;11)30H PatDp(prox2) imprinting phenotype: In addition to the MatDp(prox2) findings, the work with the three (Table 1) . Instead, a different MatDp(prox2) imprinting effect was found, comprising a fetal/placental growth new translocations also identified for the first time an imprinting effect associated with the reciprocal PatDp retardation (Table 2 ; Figure 3B ). The class was also showing the imprinting effects detected. The Chr 11 gene vt identified the disomies and the MatDp class generated with Rb(11.13)4Bnr and T30H, respectively. (B) New map in which the imprinting region has been reduced, first with T57H using the Chr 11 gene, wa2, and then with T41Ad, screening distally using the Chr 11 gene, vt. The imprinted Grb10 and U2af1-rs1 loci locate within the smaller region. The imprinting effect seen with T30H is now shown as a Chr 2-Chr 11 interaction (indicated by italics). The Chr 7-Chr 11 interaction detected with T40Ad and using wa2 as the marker is also indicated by italics. m, maternally expressed imprinted gene; p, paternally expressed imprinted gene. The duplication classes were recognized at 16.5-18.5 days of gestation and at birth using the pallid (pa) eye-color marker ( Figure 3 , A and B). The zero incidence with the T30H translocation was significantly different from the pooled incidences in utero (P ϭ 0.010) and at birth (P ϭ 0.034) obtained with the T2Wa, T26H, and T1Go translocations.
(prox2) class. Fetal growth was not affected but there readily be noted in the presence of the abnormal phenotype attributable to a MatDp(dist2) imprinting effect (to was a marked overgrowth of the placenta (Table 2 ; Figure 3B) , thereby breaking the normal relationship bebe described). As a consequence, the proximal region could be enlarged to comprise the majority of the chrotween fetal and placental size. The placental effect has since also been seen in limited studies with T30H. Thus, mosome, extending from the centromere down to the distally located T26H breakpoint ( Figure 3B ). However, among 63 fetuses screened, 2 PatDp(prox2)/MatDp (prox11) showed the expected growth retardation atnewer prenatal studies using T11H have shown that MatDp and PatDp for the region distal to the breakpoint tributable to MatDp(prox11) imprinting (mean 1.23 g cf. 1.72 g for their normal sibs; 71%) and the PatDp express only the distal Chr 2 imprinting phenotypes and not the small embryo/placenta and large placenta (prox2) overgrowth of their placentas relative to those of their normal sibs (0.158 g cf. 0.094 g; 162%). Thus, effects. The region, although still large, is therefore likely to lie proximal to T11H ( Figure 3B ). It is therefore the combination of Chr 2 and 11 imprinting effects enhances the fetal-placental growth discordance, with of significance that the recently discovered imprinted gene, Gatm, which is maternally expressed in mouse the PatDp(prox2) overgrowth in the placenta overriding the MatDp(prox11) placental growth reduction. Feplacenta and postulated to be a growth suppressor (Sandell et al. 2003) , maps close to the T11H breakpoint and tal size was clearly not influenced by the larger placental size.
therefore potentially within this newly defined proximal Chr 2 imprinting region. This location has been conChanges in the proximal Chr 2 imprinting region and candidate gene: The new interpretation of the data infirmed by FISH analysis with BACs in which all mitoses showed hybridization with Gatm on both the normal validates the early refinements of the MatDp(prox2) imprinting region. The small size at birth would not Chr 2 and the large rearranged Chr 2 9 (data not shown). Gatm is therefore the candidate gene for the placental study, however, is the expectation that the growth retargrowth effects, two expressed copies suppressing placendation/lethality seen with the T9H and T50H translocatal growth with MatDp (prox2) and an absence of an tions (Searle and Beechey 1990) could be a combined expressed copy resulting in the placental overgrowth phenotype derived from proximal and central Chr 7 with PatDp(prox2). An interaction between Gatm (Chr imprinting effects. 2) and Grb10 (Chr 11) effects may account for the Chr In addition to the MatDp findings, PatDp for the 2-Chr 11 interaction seen with T30H. region proximal to the T9H breakpoint generated a mouse model of Angelman syndrome (Cattanach et Conclusions: al. 1997 ; Figure 4A ), the phenotype including abnormal 1. The imprinting effect found with MatDp for the brain wave patterns similar to those of AS patients. For proximal region of Chr 2 no longer comprises an technical reasons (B. M. Cattanach, unpublished reearly embryonic lethality but rather a fetal and plasults), it has proven impossible to investigate PatDp for cental growth retardation.
the central region using the IsCt insertional transloca-2. A new imprinting effect, comprising a placental overtion. growth, has been found associated with PatDp for New data: Refinement of the proximal imprinting region: the region.
Studies using two further translocations, T(7;13)43Ad 3. The region now comprises a large part of Chr 2 and T(5;7)30Ad, which have breakpoints proximal to extending down to the T11H breakpoint.
the PWS/AS homologous region, have shown that 4. The lethality observed with MatDp(prox2)/PatDp
MatDp for the regions proximal to both breakpoints (prox11) using the T30H translocation can be de-( Figure 4B ) does indeed exhibit a different imprinting duced to result from an interaction between the effect from that seen with T(7;15)9H and T(7;18)50H. proximal Chr 2 and proximal Chr 11 imprinting
In none of these translocations is the second chromoeffects.
some involved subject to imprinting. Only Chr 7 there-5. The imprinted gene, Gatm, which is maternally exfore needs to be considered. The new imprinting phenopressed in the placenta, lies within this extended type comprised a prenatal growth retardation effect, as region and becomes the candidate gene for the plaseen with T9H and T50H, but without the neonatal cental imprinting growth effects.
lethal component. Thus, of 37 MatDp(prox7) mice gen-6. Gbr10 is the candidate locus for the proximal Chr erated with T40Ad and detected at birth, all but 2 sur-11 imprinting effects.
vived to adulthood. This seeming discord supports the 7. The interaction between the Chr 2 and Chr 11 imcontention that the T9H and T50H neonatal lethality printing effects may therefore involve the Gatm and derives from the cumulative effects of the MatDp Gbr10 imprinted gene loci.
(prox7) Chr 7 fetal growth retardation, seen with T43Ad and T30Ad, and the MatDp(cen7) PWS early postnatal Proximal Chr 7-Central Chr 7 interaction lethality.
Candidate genes: Clusters of imprinted genes have Background: The imprinting of Chr 7 ( Figure 4A ) is been identified for both regions. Peg3, which maps complex insofar as there are at least three regions that within the proximal cluster close to the centromere are subject to imprinting: (a) a proximal region (Searle (Monk et al. 2003) , is the likely candidate for the growthand Beechey 1990), (b) a central region (Cattanach promoting effect as the gene is expressed in the embryo et al. 1992), and (c) the well-studied distal region encomand placenta and the paternally inherited knockout passing the H19-Igf2 imprinted gene cluster (Searle shows a fetal growth retardation (Li et al. 1999) . The and Beechey 1990; Beechey et al. 2004) .
closely associated Zim1 and Usp29 are other possible Mice with two maternal copies and no paternal copies candidate genes (Kim et al. 1999; Li et al. 1999) but are of the regions proximal to the T(7;18)50H and not known to affect fetal growth. On the basis of work T(7;15)9H breakpoints on Chr 7, MatDp(prox7), show on the knockout, Ndn is the likely candidate for PWS a fetal and placental growth retardation with neonatal in the mouse and elements of the disorder in humans lethality (Searle and Beechey 1990; Figure 4A ). With (Ren et al. 2003) . the Is(7;X)Ct insertional translocation, which allows a Absence of a PatDp(prox7) imprinting effect: The central region of the chromosome to be studied sepaT43Ad and T30Ad studies also showed that PatDp for rately (Cattanach et al. 1992) , a distinctly different the regions proximal to their breakpoints was not associpostnatal lethality occurs with MatDp for the small reated with an imprinting effect and notably no compogion that lies between the T9H breakpoint and the more nent of the recognized AS-type imprinting effect (Catproximal IsCt breakpoint ( Figure 4A ). As this region is tanach et al. 1997) . This, therefore, further refines homologous to the Prader-Willi/Angelman syndrome the position of the central AS imprinting region on the (PWS/AS) imprinting region of human Chr 15, the paternal chromosome to the small region between the postnatal effect has been taken as a mouse model of PWS (Cattanach et al. 1992 ). Pertinent to the present T30Ad and T9H breakpoints. The human PWS/AS ho- The reduced proximal region centromeric to T40Ad, still encompassing the imprinted gene cluster, with its viable MatDp growth retardation imprinting effect. The central-proximal interaction effect seen with MatDp(cen7ϩprox7) is specified by italics. The PatDp(cen7) AS region is reduced in size. The Chr 7 marker genes are as shown but the new proximal region was identified using the wa2 Chr 11 marker. m, maternally expressed imprinted genes; p, paternally expressed imprinted genes. mologous region lies in this segment of mouse Chr 7 these mice at 3 weeks of age appeared to be reduced, but normal size was attained by adulthood ( Figure 5B ). ( Figure 4B) .
As previously discussed, Peg3 may be regarded as candi-
Conclusions:
date gene for the proximal Chr 7 growth retardation with Grb10 remaining the candidate gene for the Chr 1. The proximal Chr 7 imprinting effect found with 11 growth effect. An interaction between the Peg3 and MatDp now consists of a fetal and placental growth Grb10 imprinting effects might therefore be indicated. retardation with full viability.
MatDp(prox11)/PatDp(prox7): Without a PatDp 2. The region is restricted to the segment proximal to (prox7) imprinting effect for the region proximal to the the T43Ad breakpoint.
T43Ad breakpoint (Figure 4B ), the MatDp(prox11)/ 3. The lethal imprinting effect found with MatDp for PatDp(prox7) combination presented only the expected the larger T9H-centromere region can be attributed small MatDp(prox11) fetal/placental imprinting effect to the combination of the proximal and central im- (Cattanach and Kirk 1985 ; Figure 3B ). The growth printing effects. retardation of this class was evident at birth, as usual, and 4. Peg3 is the candidate gene for the imprinting effect maintained through to adulthood (data not shown). of proximal growth retardation. Ndn may be the candidate gene for PWS in the mouse.
Conclusions: 5. PatDp for the region proximal to the T30Ad breakpoint does not give an imprinting effect. It can be 1. On the basis of the placental effect, the proximal Chr 7 imprinting region can now be reduced to a concluded that, as expected, the mouse AS effect is attributable to the more distal region between the small region very close to the centromere. 2. The PatDp(prox11) imprinting effect potentially atT30Ad and T9H breakpoints, which encompasses the PWS/AS homologous region.
tributable to Grb10 appears to operate primarily upon early fetal development, as previously suggested (Cattanach et al. 1992 ).
The MatDp(prox7) imprinting effect appears to opProximal Chr 7-Proximal Chr 11 interaction
erate primarily upon the placenta, as might be exBackground: As described above, the proximal Chr pected if Peg3 is the responsible gene. 11 imprinting effects comprise a fetal and placental 4. Both the fetal and placental effects appeared transigrowth retardation with MatDp for the region proximal tory. to the T41Ad breakpoint and a fetal and placental over-5. The interactions between the proximal Chr 7 and growth with PatDp for the region ( Figure 2B) . A proxiproximal Chr 11 imprinting effects may be attributmal Chr 7 imprinting effect is found with MatDp for able to the Grb10 and Peg3 imprinted gene loci. the region proximal to the T43Ad breakpoint ( Figure  4B ), comprising a fetal and placental growth retardation (see previous section).
Distal Chr 2-Distal Chr 9 interaction New data: T(7;11)40Ad: Evidence of an interaction between the proximal Chr 7 and 11 imprinting effects Background: The distal Chr 2 imprinting region first detected in the T30H studies (Cattanach and Kirk was made with a new translocation, T(7;11)40Ad. The initial objective of this study was to distinguish whether 1985) yields two distinct imprinting effects. MatDp (dist2) newborns are seen as flat-sided, hump-backed, the proximal Chr 7 imprinting effect was attributable to regions proximal or distal to the translocation and hypoactive. They fail to suckle and die within a few hours of birth. The reciprocal PatDp class typically breakpoint, which lies very close to the centromere (Figure 4B) . The T40Ad breakpoint in Chr 11 is located exhibit short, square bodies, edema, paddle feet, kinked tails, hyperactive behavior, and, as demonstrated by all fairly distally ( Figure 2B ) such that studies upon the region proximal to the breakpoint clearly include the but one of a series of Chr 2 translocations (Cattanach 1986) , invariably dies within a few days of birth. Through proximal Chr 11 imprinting region.
MatDp(prox7)-PatDp(prox11) interaction: MatDp the use of these Chr 2 translocations the imprinting region was reduced to the region lying between the (prox7)/PatDp(prox11) fetuses generated with the T40Ad translocation were found to be significantly T2Wa and T28H breakpoints ( Figure 3A) , limiting its size to ‫7ف‬ Mb (E. P. Evans, personal communication). larger than their normal sibs ( Figure 5A ) at 14.5 and 15.5 days, thus exhibiting the expected PatDp(prox11) This encompasses the Gnas cluster (Williamson et al. 1996) , and a new nonfunctional mutation detected in imprinting effect on fetal growth (Cattanach and Kirk 1985) . By contrast, placental sizes were significantly reGnas Skinner et al. 2002; Williamson et al. 2004 ) has been found to produce an duced ( Figure 5A ), apparently showing the MatDp (prox7) imprinting effect in this tissue. Both effects edematous phenotype, that, when maternally inherited, closely resembles that of the PatDp class, although withwere transitory as at a later age both fetal size and placental size approached normality. The postnatal growth of out the behavioral effect. As such, it may be concluded Figure 5 .-Fetal and placental growth anomalies attributable to an interaction between MatDp (prox7) and PatDp(prox11) imprinting effects; ratios relative to normal sibs. (A) Fetal weights were significantly larger than those of normal sibs, averaged over all litters, at 14.5 and 15.5 days (P ϭ 0.010 and Ͻ0.000001, respectively) but not at 16.5 days (P ϭ 0.974). Placental weights were significantly smaller than those of normal sibs, averaged over all litters, at 14.5 and 15.5 days (P ϭ 0.0098 and 0.0012, respectively) but not at 16.5 days (P ϭ 0.56). (B) Postnatal weights were not significantly different from those of normal sibs at birth, 1 week, and 6 weeks (P ϭ 0.313, 0.60, and 0.93, respectively) but were significantly different at 3 weeks (P ϭ 0.0019). Overall, there was no significant difference between weight ratios at all ages (P ϭ 0.012).
that the absence of maternally expressed Gnas is largely dence has been found that would suggest that genetic background differences are responsible (Cattanach responsible for the PatDp phenotype.
The one exceptional PatDp class lacks the behavioral 1991a,b) and as the size of the duplicated region is larger rather than smaller than that generated with most effect and is semiviable rather than lethal (Cattanach 1986) . It is found when generated with the T(2;9)11H of the other Chr 2 translocations ( Figure 3B ), it is unlikely that some other gene on this chromosome is retranslocation when Ͼ50% survive to adulthood. No evi- The latter, for a reason as yet unknown, did not distinguish the distal Chr 9 imprinting effect. The T11H breakpoint has been reassigned to a position close to that of T45H. Previously, it had been located more proximally on the chromosome.
sponsible. The second chromosome involved in the of the T138Ca and T45H MatDp growth retardations ( Figure 7 ). This raises the possibility that the loss of the T11H translocation, Chr 9, was initially not recognized as being imprinted and potentially involved.
behavioral effect and increased viability of the PatDp (dist2) class generated with the T(2;9)11H translocation New data: Evidence that distal Chr 9 is imprinted: The translocation evidence on Chr 9 imprinting (Figure is attributable to an interaction between the distal Chr 2 (Gnas complex) and distal Chr 9 (Rasgrf1) imprinting 6) has been ambiguous. A postnatal growth retardation was initially found in MatDp(dist9) mice generated with effects. There is another Chr 9 imprinted gene, A19, which maps close to Rasgrf (de la Puente et al. 2002) . T(9;17)138Ca but this was not evident with another Chr 9 translocation, T(1;9)27H (Cattanach and Beechey However, as it is a noncoding gene, it is unlikely to be involved in any interaction with the Chr 2 imprinting 1994), suggesting that Chr 17 [PatDp(dist17)] was responsible for the growth effect. This conclusion proved effect.
Evidence of a Rasgrf1-PatDp(dist2) interaction: The erroneous, however, because the growth effect was subsequently found with a third Chr 9 translocation, T(4;9)45H above T11H PCR expression studies confirmed that Rasgrf1 is not expressed in T11H MatDp(dist9)/PatDp (Figure 7) , suggesting that the Chr 9 genotype, MatDp (dist9), was in fact responsible. Consistent with this con-(dist2) mice. However, to ascertain if it is the absence of Rasgrf1 that is responsible for the modified behavior clusion is the finding that the growth curves of the T138Ca and T45H MatDp(dist9) classes accord well and viability, MatDp(dist4)/PatDp(dist2) mice generated with T26H were investigated in crosses in which a (Figure 7 ) with that of a paternally inherited knockout of the imprinted paternally expressed Chr 9 gene, null mutation of Rasgrf1 (Clapcott et al. 2003) was segregating. Those that did not inherit the mutation Rasgrf1 (Itier et al. 1998) , and also with that of a paternally inherited mutation at the locus (Clapcott et al.
from the father showed evidence of the typical PatDp (dist2) hyperactive behavior from birth and none sur-2003). Rasgrf1 is paternally expressed in the neonatal and adult brain (Plass et al. 1996) . Therefore, to convived for more than 4 days (n ϭ 14). However, 14 of 27 that carried the paternal Rasgrf1 mutation, and which firm that the gene lies distally on the chromosome (Pearsall et al. 1998 ) and could be responsible for therefore did not express the gene, showed little sign of the behavioral effect and survived for at least 10 days. the MatDp(dist9) growth retardations, PCR expression studies were conducted on cerebellum samples from The difference is statistically significant (P ϭ 0.00057). Furthermore, uniquely for T26H-generated PatDp MatDp(dist9) mice generated with T11H and T45H ( Figure 6 ). No evidence of paternal allele expression (dist2) animals, some survived to adulthood. An additional finding was that, at birth, the incidence of the was found, whereas expression was found in the controls (data not shown). The lack of Rasgrf1 expression in PatDp(dist2) class carrying the Rasgrf1 mutation was twice that of those that did not, indicating that PatDp MatDp(dist9) mice is therefore likely to be the cause (dist2) prenatal viability is also enhanced in the absence between Chr 2 (Gnas) and Chr 9 (Rasgrf1) imprinting effects. of Rasgrf1. The segregation of the Rasgrf1 mutation was 5. Specifically, the modification can be attributed to normal among 10 normal sibs studied and Rasgrf1 segrethe absence of Rasgrf1 expression in these animals. gates normally in other crosses (Clapcott et al. 2003) . Finally, to determine if an absence of Rasgrf1 also modified the phenotype of the maternally inherited Oed-Sml mutation at the Gnas locus , DISCUSSION the same test system was applied. Mice showing the Changes in the mouse imprinting map: The data prematernally inherited Oed phenotype do not show a besented modify the imprinting map of the mouse as last havioral effect like PatDp(dist2), but nevertheless few formally published (Cattanach and Beechey 1994 ) survive more than a few days. The absence of Rasgrf1 and as currently reported on the Harwell website expression was not found to modify the viability or any ). Thus, (1) the proximal Chr 2 other component of the phenotype (data not shown).
region is extended down to the T11H breakpoint (FigConclusions: ure 3B), (2) the proximal Chr 7 region is reduced to the centromeric region ( Figure 4B ), (3) the proximal 1. MatDp for the regions distal to the T138Ca and T45H boundary of the central region on the paternal Chr 7 breakpoints on Chr 9 results in postnatal growth has been brought closer ( Figure 4B ) to the recognized retardations similar to those found with paternal in-PWS/AS homologous region, and (4) a new imprinting heritance of a knockout and mutation of the paterregion has been identified in Chr 9 distal to the T45H nally expressed imprinted gene, Rasgrf1.
breakpoint (Figure 7 ). 2. The Rasgrf1 locus lies distal to the translocation Changes in the imprinting effects: The imprinting breakpoints on Chr 9 and on the basis of the knockeffects have also changed such that now (1) both the out and mutation phenotypes is likely to be the gene proximal Chr 2 and proximal Chr 7 MatDp imprinting responsible for the MatDp(dist9) growth retardation.
effects comprise fetal and placental growth retardations 3. The similarities between the PatDp(dist2) phenotype with effectively normal postnatal viabilities (Figures 3B and that of the maternally inherited Gnas mutation and 4B), (2) PatDp for proximal Chr 2 has now been (Oed-Sml) imply that the Gnas locus is responsible for found to have an imprinting effect comprising a placenthe edematous component of the former phenotype.
tal overgrowth ( Figure 3B ), and (3) MatDp for distal 4. The absence of a behavioral effect and the enhanced Chr 9 has now been seen to have an imprinting effect postnatal viability of T11H PatDp(dist2)/MatDp comprising a postnatal growth retardation ( Figure 6 ). The information obtained from the proximal-central (dist9) animals appears to derive from an interaction Chr 7 study clearly separates the two imprinting regions, a placental growth retardation, with perhaps a secondary fetal growth retardation (Table 2) , while PatDp both observed with MatDp, for the first time ( Figure  4B ). Their interaction to provide a compound third (prox11) brings about the fetal overgrowth followed by a like effect in the placenta (Cattanach et al. 1996) . imprinting effect could most simply be explained by the additive effects of the proximal prenatal growth Together, the MatDp(prox2)/PatDp(prox11) genotype might therefore have been expected to give a large fetus retardation and the central postnatal lethality, giving a combined fetal/placental growth retardation with neoand a small placenta. Instead, an as-yet-undetected early embryonic lethality was indicated (Table 3 ). This might natal lethality. However, the other interactions, which combine MatDp for one chromosome with PatDp for be interpreted in terms of a failure of the small, possibly less functional placenta to sustain a large fetus, although another, potentially provide new insight into the regulation of fetal and placental growth and also the growth this was not seen with a Chr 7-Chr 11 interaction ( Figure  4B , to be discussed). Whatever the exact mechanism, it axes upon which imprinting operates.
Implications of the interactions: Each of the individmight appear that the Chr 2 and Chr 11 effects operate independently and primarily in different sites (fetus and ual imprinting effects, seen separately with MatDp and PatDp for the various regions, generally accord well with placenta, respectively). Therefore, while one cannot rule out a common growth axis, this cannot be the basis the Moore and Haig's (1991) "conflict hypothesis" by which maternally expressed imprinted genes favor the for the interaction observed. The candidate Chr 2 and Chr 11 genes can be accomwell-being of the mother over the growth of the fetus and paternally expressed genes favor fetal growth. Thus, modated within the same framework. Gatm lies within the revised Chr 2 imprinting region ( Figure 3B ) and is MatDp genotypes with two copies of a maternally expressed gene might present extra disadvantage to fetal expressed only in the placenta and only from the maternal allele (Sandell et al. 2003) . It encodes a metabolic growth, whereas PatDp genotypes might potentially enhance fetal growth. Each of the interactions described enzyme involved in creatine synthesis and has been postulated to be a growth suppressor. Grb10 is the candicombine MatDp for one region with PatDp for another. Therefore, if the genes involved in any imprinting effect date gene of choice for the Chr 11 effect as maternal transmission of a knockout enhances fetal and placental combination operate upon the same growth axis, then some balance, such as seen with the combination of Igf2 growth in the same way, as seen with PatDp(prox11) (Miyoshi et al. 1998; Charalambous et al. 2003) . Conand Igf2r knockouts to rescue the null Igf2r phenotype (Filson et al. 1993) , might be expected. However, if sidered to be another maternally expressed growth repressor, Grb10 encodes a signaling protein that interacts there is a combination of MatDp and PatDp imprinting genes working in different axes, either an additive effect with tyrosine kinase receptors that include growth factor receptors. With PatDp(prox2)/MatDp(prox11), the such as that found with the combination of Grb10 and Igf2 knockouts (Charalambous et al. 2003) or some large placenta could be attributed to the absence of the maternally expressed Gatm suppressor, while the small exaggeration of the "conflict" might be generated. Interpretation of most of the interactions described here, fetus could be attributed to the presence of two maternal copies of the Grb10 suppressor. In the reciprocal however, is complicated by a number of uncertainties. These include correct identification of the genes inMatDp(prox2)/PatDp(prox11) genotype, two maternal copies of the Gatm suppressor operating in the placenta volved and whether it is the presence of two expressed copies or the absence of an expressed copy of an imwith the absence of Gbr10 expression to suppress growth in the fetus might explain the lethality. There is no eviprinted gene that causes the observed imprinting effects. Further difficulties concern the sites of effective dence that the two genes may operate in the same growth axis. gene action (for example, fetus vs. placenta), the relationship between fetal and placental growth, the relaChr 7-Chr 11 interaction: With the Chr 7-Chr 11 combination, evidence of yet another fetal and placental tionship between placental size and function, and, in one case, even transient effects.
growth interaction is suggested (Table 3) . Separately, both MatDp(prox7) and PatDp(prox11) affect fetal and Chr 2-Chr 11 interactions: Such complications are found with the proximal Chr 2-proximal Chr 11 interacplacental growth, the former reducing growth and the latter increasing it. Postnatally, both genotypic classes tion (Table 3) . Separately, PatDp(prox2) does not affect fetal growth but clearly operates in the placenta to cause retain their growth differences through to adulthood. When together, the Chr 11 effect initially (14.5 days) a placental overgrowth (Table 2) , while MatDp(prox11) causes a fetal and placental growth retardation that apoverrode the Chr 2 effect in the fetus, and the reverse occurred in the placenta to give a large fetus with small pears to be initiated first in the fetus (Cattanach et al. 1996) and perhaps therefore primarily operates here. placenta ( Figure 5A ). At later prenatal ages, a different interaction was observed: the fetal growth rate appeared Together, in the MatDp(prox11)/PatDp(prox2) combination, the fetus showed the Chr 11 growth retardation to decline while the placental growth rate increased, and newborn mice of this genotype were normal sized. and the placenta showed the Chr 2 overgrowth (Table 3) .
In the reciprocal situation, MatDp(prox2) alone gives There was no significant difference in the growth rates thereafter ( Figure 5B ). This may present a different lowing within a few days when generated with all translocations other than T11H ( Figure 2B ). MatDp(dist9) situation from the Chr 2-Chr 11 interaction in which the limited prenatal and more extensive historical postnatal alone causes a postnatal growth retardation starting soon after birth (Figure 7 ). When combined in PatDp data (Cattanach and Kirk 1985; B. M. Cattanach, unpublished results) showed no evidence of a temporal (dist2)/MatDp(dist9) animals, achieved with T11H, the key observation is that the hyperactivity of the edemaeffect. The overall picture for the Chr 7-Chr 11 interaction therefore suggests that the two imprinting effects tous PatDp(dist2) class is lost and the viability substantially improved (Table 3 ). The connection between the operate in both the fetus and the placenta but perhaps at different but overlapping stages of development, and two effects is not immediately clear but consideration of the genes involved provides one basis for hypothesis. this does not immediately suggest a common growth axis. Without any detectable PatDp(prox7) imprinting For Chr 2, the complex Gnas locus has a clear relationship with the PatDp(dist2) phenotype because (1) it lies effect, the PatDp(prox7)/MatDp(prox11) combination produced only the MatDp(prox11) fetal and placental within the 7-Mb region of Chr 2 involved (Williamson et al. 1996) , and (2) the Oed-Sml mutation, which gives an growth retardation.
The Chr 7 and Chr 11 candidate genes can again be almost identical edematous phenotype when maternally inherited, has been shown to result from a base-pair accommodated within the interpretation. The best candidate for proximal Chr 7 is Peg3, a gene of unknown substitution within exon 6 of Gnas itself (Skinner et al. 2002) . For Chr 9, Rasgrf1 is surely responsible for the function although expressed in a variety of embryonic tissues and placenta (Kuroiwa et al. 1996; Relaix et al. postnatal growth retardation because (1) the gene lies within in the appropriate region of the chromosome, 1998). A Peg3 mutation has been shown to cause a similar fetal and placental growth retardation (Li et al. 1999) (2) both a knockout (Itier et al. 1998 ) and a null mutation (Clapcott et al. 2003) of the gene, on paternal to that seen with MatDp(prox7). There is no reported interaction with the Chr 11 candidate gene, Grb10.
transmission, cause postnatal growth retardations similar to that of PatDp(dist2)/MatDp(dist9) mice (Figure Chr 2-Chr 9 interactions: Finally, with the Chr 2-Chr 9 combination achieved using the T11H translocation 7), (3) Rasgrf1 expression is absent in brain of PatDp (dist2)/MatDp(dist9), and (4) the extreme behavior some basis for the observed interaction is indicated. PatDp(dist2) alone causes the anomalous phenotype at and inviability of PatDp(dist2) animals generated with another translocation (T26H) that does not involve Chr birth of short square body, edema, "paddle" feet, kinked tail, and notable hyperactivity, with death invariably fol-9 is reduced when combined with a null Rasgrf1 mutation.
